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recurrent neural network wikipedia - history recurrent neural networks were based on david rumelhart s work in 1986
hopfield networks a special kind of rnn were discovered by john hopfield in 1982 in 1993 a neural history compressor
system solved a very deep learning task that required more than 1000 subsequent layers in an rnn unfolded in time, graph
based deep learning literature conference - links to conference publications in graph based deep learning naganandy
graph based deep learning literature, github thunlp gnnpapers must read papers on graph - must read papers on graph
neural networks gnn contribute to thunlp gnnpapers development by creating an account on github, a gentle introduction
to backpropagation through time - backpropagation through time or bptt is the training algorithm used to update weights
in recurrent neural networks like lstms to effectively frame sequence prediction problems for recurrent neural networks you
must have a strong conceptual understanding of what backpropagation through time is, a survey on image data
augmentation for deep learning - deep convolutional neural networks have performed remarkably well on many computer
vision tasks however these networks are heavily reliant on big data to avoid overfitting overfitting refers to the phenomenon
when a network learns a function with very high variance such as to perfectly model the training data unfortunately many
application domains do not have access to big data such as, resolve a doi name - type or paste a doi name into the text
box click go your browser will take you to a web page url associated with that doi name send questions or comments to doi
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